wewelcomeyou

make your choice

Looking for your next summer destination? Do you want

manding guest. In our comfortable facilities, we accom-

to combine beautiful beaches and mountain walks in na-

modate small groups and big families. From its privileged

ture? Do you need family atmosphere in one of the most

position, you may look down over the bay of Sivota and

cosmopolitan resorts in Greece?

wander in its multicultural surroundings, with just one

If so, welcome to our hotel. Situated in the picturesque

glance. We offer you the perfect place for your summer

harbour of Sivota, Filakas hotel, fully renovated and

holidays and invite you to enjoy it.

decorated with a modern touch, with emphasis on comfort and tranquility, is sure to satisfy even the most de-

Enjoy your stay

look back
We started with our restaurant in 1960, a fishermen and travellers
haven, but our course has changed along the way. In 2000, we built
Filakas Hotel that embraces the restaurant with its architecture, overlooking the bay of Sivota.
With simple, refined lines and sophisticated taste, we completely
renovated the facility in 2011 and created a discretely luxurious and
at the same time friendly accommodation option for each guest. We
invite you to relax in our comfortable rooms, enjoy coffee and breakfast in our specially designed area and taste our authentic traditional
dishes at Filakas restaurant, a savoury index mark for the entire region.

relax

room facilities
- telephone

facilities for heating and cooling

- refrigerator

- Heating for the winter

Sophisticated decoration, comfort and great views to the bay of Sivota are the

- LCD TV

- parking

hallmarks of our 40 rooms. Designed to accommodate from 1 to 5 people per

- Satellite

- specially designed apartment

room, they guarantee enjoyable and comfortable holidays for every guest.

- Free wi-fi internet

We feature: 24 double rooms, 8 triple rooms, 5 quadruple rooms with kitchenette

- Safe individually used by The guest

and 3 for disabled.

- Independent air-conditioning

for people with disabilities
- Simmons anatomical matresses

EXTRA FACILITIES
- baby cot

feel at home

Our philosophy as regards to your pleasant stay is to make you feel like home. Our trained staff is at your
disposal around the clock for any inquiries. Ask the receptionist for day trips in the Sivota area, car rental, motorbike or boat rental to reach nearby beaches and for any alternative activities. For those who prefer to relax
on the balcony of your room reading a good book, we invite you to visit our library and choose from a wide
variety of literary books and magazines. Our hotel also offers a pharmacy to cover basic needs in case of minor
accidents.

enjoy

Greek cuisine is our strong point, but we are very good at international
cuisine too. Filakas restaurant operates since 1960 and covers all tastes.
Ever adapting to modern demands, we offer you fresh fish and seafood
traditionally served, meat courses in classic and more modern versions
and spaghetti in countless combinations. Whatever you choose, you will
certainly enjoy.

www.hellasfoto.gr

explore
It is no coincidence that Sivota is one of the most popu-

sina are accessible only by boat, which can be rented

lar destinations in Greece and internationally. With the

through the hotel. For our more relaxed guests, French

international port of Igoumenitsa and Egnatia Highway

Pier (Gallikos Molos) is the closest beach to the village

just 24km away, you may easily and securely access one

center and just a 5 minute walk from our hotel.

of the most enchanting destinations. The countless ex-

Explore the picturesque islands of Sivota by boat and

otic beaches combined with the cosmopolitan aura com-

enjoy the crystal clear waters of the Ionian sea. In the

pose an island landscape and entice you to travel...

evening relax with a drink and taste fresh seafood at the

The most cosmopolitan beaches such as Mega Ammos,

village of Sivota. Continue your evening in the village’s

Bella Vraka, Mega Drafi, Mikri Ammos, Zeri and Aghia

cosmopolitan bars that every summer bustle with life

Paraskevi are accessible by car, while others such as Pi-

and fun.

wander around

For lovers of exploration, the region has many alternatives
to offer.
a) Visit the archaeological sites of Gitani, Dimokastro, Elea
or Doliani, ancient settlements dating from the 4th to the
2nd century BC. Visit Ragios Tower and the archaeological
museum of Igoumenitsa where guests may marvel findings
from all archaeological sites of Thesprotia.
b) Horse riding and rafting in the icy waters of the
legendary Acheron river, walking to the gates of Hades
and visit the Necromanteion (“Oracle of Death”). Daily
excursions are organized daily and we can help you
choose.
c) Thesprotia is a land of Saints, so religious tourism has

much to offer. Giromeri monastery, founded in the early
14th century, is a destination for thousands of visitors
each year. Together with the Holy Temple of Virgin Mary
in Paramithia, Ragios Monastery, the Cathedral of Our
Lady in Osdina, the hermitage of St. Nile in Filiati and many
other churches, they compose a unique journey in religion
and the saints who passed by and took their monastic
vows in Thesprotia.
d) Finally, for our most demanding guests, the small visà-vis islands of Paxos and Antipaxos are perfect for short,
daily cruises. With the harbor of Sivota as a starting point,
cruises promise a dream trip to the Ionian sea and a
relaxing return back to our hotel.

Sivota, 461 00 Thesprotia, Greece
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